Shears, knives and scissors for electric cables, fish tapes

Electrician's scissors

Stainless steel blades - INOX

In stainless steel
Straight blades with high cutting capacity

B5

ABS handles for an excellent and anti-slip hand grip
Blade with micro serrated teeth
Overall length 140 mm - EXTRA quality
Code B 2181 0000

B 2181

Two-component plastic handles - Ergonomic shape
One blade with micro serrated teeth
Overall length 140 mm - EXTRA quality
Code B 2182 0000

B 2182

Each 

 12

Each 

 12

Two-component plastic material handles with oversized eyelets - Ergonomic design
Straight, oversized blades, with hexagonal, adjustable bolt and nut
With wire-stripping notch and one micro serrated theet
Overall length 150 mm

B 2182/2

Each 

Code B 2183 5000

B 2183/5

Each 

 12

Code B 2183 7000

B 2183/7

Each 

 12

Code B 2184 2000

B 2184/2

Each 

 12

Code B 2184 8000

B 2184/8

Each 

 12

Each 

 12

Each 

 12

Code B 2182 2000

 12

Two component plastic material handles - Ergonomic shape
The specific shape of the handles allows for a higher force application
Oversized wire stripping notch on both blades for cutting thick cables (max. 70 mm²)
Blade with micro serrated teeth) - Overall lenght 155 mm

Handles in two-component plastic material - Model GT
Oversized ergonomic handle suitable for applying high cutting force and for use with working
gloves
One microserrated blade
Oversized wire stripping notch on both blades for cutting thick cables (max. 70 mm²)
With insert for crimping terminals max. 6 mm²
Provided in protective plastic sheath with belt clip
Overall length 160 mm

Asymmetrical, two-component plastic handles - Ergonomic design
The specific shape of the handles allows for a higher force application
TiN coated blades, for a 300% higher wear resistance one blade with micro serrated teeth
for a safe grip on every kind
Overall lenght 155 mm - EXTRA-SUPER quality
Kit containing scissors with protective sheath in plastic, with belt clip
Consisting of:
1 pair of scissors B 2184/2 with TiN coated blades
1 protective sheath in plastic with belt clip B 2184/9

Protective sheath in plastic with belt clip
For scissors B 2182 - B 2184/2
Code B 2184 9000

B 2184/9

Stainless steel blades, with high cutting capacity
A blade with micro-toothing and notching stripper
Ergonomic handles in two-component plastic material
With insert to mitigate the stroke of the cut
Overall length 160 mm
Code M 7148 1000

192

M 7148/1
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With insert for crimping terminals max. 6 mm²

TiN coated blades

B 2184/9 + B 2184/2

1000 V

IEC/DIN EN 60900

